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Abatract

The 3He(p,2p)pn reaction has been studied In a quasi-free scatter-

ing arrangement characterized by P(recoil) - 0 and various excitation

or total energies E(recoll) of the unobserved p-n pair. Data were ob-

tained at 250 and 400 MeV at symmetric and asymmetric pairs of angles.

The 3He spectral function deduced In the framework of the plane wave

Impulse approximation Is compared to the predictions of Faddeev and

varlatlonal calculations. Comparisons are also made with p-n relative

motion momentum distributions calculated as the overlap between plane

waves for the p-n pair and Irving, Irvlng-Gunn and Khanna wave func-

tions for 3He.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 3He(p,2p)pn; measured d6a/(dfl3dT3dSl|dT4),

250, 400 MeV; deduced spectral function S(P,E) with P-0

In PWIA; comparison with theoretical predictions.
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Studies of quasi-free scattering from %e have special signifi-

cance. Not only do auch studies allow for an experimentally staple

comparison between 3Ke(e,e'p)d and 3He(e,e'd)p and between 3He(p,2p)d

and 3He(p,pd)p, which In principle should all result In the saae rela-

tive BOtion momentum distribution of a p-d pair, the ^e nucleus is

also the only nucleus In which nucleon-nucleon correlations can be

determined directly assuming the plane wave impulse approximation

(PWIA) to be valid. Furthermore, for a three-nucleon system like 3He

the spectral function can be calculated exactly by means of the Faddeev

equations providing an Important challenge to experiment.

For 3He the experimental momentum distribution as a function of

the variables P and E can be compared directly with the spectral func-

tion obtained using the Faddeev equations and a realistic nucleon-nuc

leon Interaction. Here P(recoll) is the vector momentum and E(recoil)

is the total energy of the unobserved pair of particles. Various cal-

culations exist to date: the 3He spectral function has been calculated

by Dieperinfc et al.1 from the 3He ground state wave function obtained

by Brandenburg, Kim and Tubis2 for the Reid soft-core interaction ac-

ting In *SQ and 3S1-
3D1 states only; it has been calculated by Meier et

al.3 for the Paris potential. Furthermore the 3He spectral function

has been calculated by Clofl degli Attl, Pace and Salme"* using rfca

variations! wave function of Nunberg, Prosperl and Pace5 with a correc-

ted asymptotic behavior of the harmonic oscillator basis expansion vave

function. Previous 3He(p,2p) experiments have all been concerned with

sections through the spectral function surface for constant E(recoil).

Both bound p-n pairs [3He(p,2p)d] and unbound p-n pairs with low energy

for their relative motlou [3He(p,2p)d*] have been considered.6 The
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present experiment is unique in that it defines a section through the

spectral function surface for constant P(?-0). Such measurements have

never been made previously.

The experiment was performed using proton b?ama of 250 and 400 MeV

from the TKIUMF accelerator Incident on a liquid 3He(L3He) target.

Beae intensities ranged between 0.5 nA and 5 nA depending on the angu-

lar setting of the detection systems. Normalization of the differen-

tial cross sections followed from the aum of left and right counts from

the Incident beam polarlmeter (containing a ~5 mgea""2 thick CH2 target)

located upstream from the L3He target. The incident beam polarlmeter

viewed p-p elastic scattering events at 17* lab ID two left-right sym-

metric scintillation counter arrangements detecting both scattered and

recoil protons. The normalization of the differential cross sections

could also be obtained from an lonlzation chamber located downstream

from the L3He target. Both polarlmeter and lonlzation chamber had

previously been calibrated against a Faraday cup collecting the bean

charge. The beamspot size at the L3He target vss approximately 10 an

In diameter; its position and size were monitored regularly by viewing

« scintillator which could be placed at the L3He target position.

Adjustments in the position and direction of the Incident beam were

made using the information provided by removable wire scanners upstream

and downstream of the target. The target thickness followed from

measurements of the temperature of the target cell through germanium

resistors embedded in the body of the cell at lCs top and bottom and

from the target cell's physical dimensions. The thickness so deter-

mined vas 132 mgca~2 with an uncertainty of 4 cgem"2; the target cell

had a circular aperture of 2.2 cat radius.5 The target cell could be
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raised or, lowered remotely. This permitted the L3He target cell to be

replaced with a dummy cell In order to allow appropriate background

subtraction*.

Two different detection arrangements were used. At 250 HeV the

scattered and ejected proton* from the 3He(p,2p)pn reaction were detec-

ted Is coincidence by a pair of range telescope* placed synmetrlcally

with regard to the Incident beam direction. The range telescopes were

mounted on independently movable booms which could be remotely posi-

tioned about the target center to an accuracy of 0.1°. Each range

telescope consisted of two 0.31 cm thick plastic scintillators, two

sets of multlwire proportional chambers each with vertical and horizon-

tal co-ordinates, and a 15.2 cm thick by 12.7 cm diameter Nal(Tt) de-

tector (stopping protons up to "210 NeV). The first plastic scintilla-

tor was positioned as close *» possible to the 70 cm diameter scatter-

ing chamber enclosing the L3He cryostat tail section. This scintilla-

tor served to reduce the number of unwanted coincidence events by re-

stricting the field of view of the range telescopes. The 25.4 cm by

12.7 cm and 12.7 cm by 12.7 en (width and height) wire chambers were

located at distances of 0.90 m and 1.20 m, respectively, from the tar-

get centre. The second plastic sclntlllator provided the trigger sig-

nal corresponding to coincident events, while the two plastic scintlll-

ators of each range telescope gave time-of-flight (t.o.f.) information.

At 400 HeV the left-hand side proton was detected by the MRS magnetic

spectrometer, while the right-hand side proton was detected by either

one or two range telescopes mounted on a platform at the appropriate

angles. The two range telescopes consisted each of a 0.08 cm thick

plastic sclntlllator providing the trigger signal and t.o.f.
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information, an annular plastic scintill Lor (with an aperture 5.1 en

in radius) defining the solid angle, an appropriate amount of copper

absorber, and a 15.4 en thick by 12.7 ca dlaaeter Nal(Tl) detector.

The QD spectroueter was preceded by a 0.08 co thick plastic sclntllla-

tor for t.o.f. Information and a set of nultlw.re proportional chambers

giving vertical and horizontal co-ordinates located at a distance of

0.8 m from the target centre. The spectrometer detection system

consisted of two large 2.5 ca thick plastic sclntlllators and two sets

of multiwlre proportional chambers around the focal plane. The t.o.f.

distance through the spectrometer was 11.0 m.

Data acquisition was accomplished In a CAMAC systea Interfaced to

a Honeywell 316 computer. Data were recorded event by event on magne-

tic tape. The acquisition program also allowed a rudimentary analysis

of the data on line.

At 250 HeV data were taken at four coplanar symmetric pairs of

laboratory angles (40*-40*, 38*-38% 35*-35% and 30*-30*) containing

P(recoil) - 0. At 400 MeV data were taken at four coplanar symmetric

pairs of angles (40'-40*. 37°-37*, 34*-34*. and 30°-30*) and two copla-

nar asymmetric pairs of angles (34*-42*, and 30*-38*) all containing

P(recoil) » 0. The range of relative momenta of the recoiling n-p

systea extended to 600 MeV/c. Data were taken with both the L3He tsr-

get cell and the empty dummy cell. Energy calibrations for the range

telescopes were obtained by observing proton-proton scattering from a

CH2 target at a series of angles covering the range of energies of

Interest.

The analysis of the 250 MeV data was as previously reported8 ex-

cept that the use of a double set of wire chaabers in the present
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experiment allowed for track reconstruction and vertex definition. In

addition, the t.o.f. Information for both observed protons In the form

of a two-diaenslonal array enabled to distinguish the events of Inter-

est from the background of 3He(p,2p)d with both protons undergoing

nuclear reactions In the stopping detectors. At 400 MeV where one of

the protons Is detected In the spectrometer, momentum analysis and

t.o.f. Information gave a signal for the spectrometer side unencumbered

by such background events. There remained, of course, subtraction of

accidental events and events which originated in the entrance and exit

foils of the target cell and cryostat tail section. The latter two

background contributions were removed using standard procedures. For

the other proton, being detected In a range telescope, the energy re-

gion of Interest needed to be corrected for background events from

3He(p,2p)d (with the second proton undergoing a nuclear reaction In the

stopping detector) using t.o.f. Information. The data were further

corrected for computer deadtlme, multiwlre chamber Inefficiencies and

losses dvie to nuclear reactions in the Kal sclntlllators. The latter

corrections were based upon earlier measurements of range counter tele-

scope efficiencies.9 The energy resolutions of the range counter tele-

scopes were In the range 7-9 MeV (FWHM), while the time resolutions

varied between 1.2 and 1.6 nsec (FWHM). The sixfold differential cross

sections were obtained from a bite 9 MeV by 9 MeV centered around P»0.

The data are presented in Table I.

In the PWIA the six-fold differential cross section can be written

as

d6o/(dn3dT3dn1,dTlf) - F(do/dO)P;f N|*(p5,p6)j
2
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with the following Index convention p + % e + p+p + p+n = 1+2 + 3+4+5+6.

Here F and ?' are kinematic factors and are defined as follovs:

2 - C K + « i c )
2 H l / 2 (Ea'+E..')

2

F -
p,

with 14>(Ps,P6)|
 Z expressed In fm6, and

F. - P..P.. (E,'+E,.')
2 4

X ^ Pl •„

with S(P,E) expressed In fn3MeV~l, and where the prised quantities E 3'

and E^' refer to the center-of-aass aystea of particles 3 and 4 and

M 5 6»E since P«0. The quantity (d<J/dfl)i/2
 J» • half-off-energy-shell

p-p differential cross section, N Is a spectroscoplc factor determined

using spin algebra, |+(p 5 (p 6)|
2 1 B the square of the Boaentua distribu-

tion of a proton-neutron pair with momenta p 5 and p 6, respectively, and

S(P,E) Is the apectral function. The quantities |+(p s,P 6)|
2 and S(f,E)

are related through trivial Integrations. For the present experiment

with P - 0 the proton-neutron pair has p 5 • -p 6. Also with ? » 0 the

off-energy-shell dependence of (do/dft)^2 1* reduced (the struck proton

Is at rest before the collision). The half-off-energy-shell p-p scat-

tering amplitude waa calculated using the expansion for the t-matrlx:10

{) t(qf,qf,Tf) ,

with qj the centre-of-mass aoaentua of the Interacting p-p aystea In

the Initial state and with qf and Tj, the centre-of-aasa aoaentua and

energy, respectively, of the interacting p-p pair in the final state.

The quantity t(qf, qf, T f) Is the on-energy-ahell t-aatrix while

f) is the half-off-energy-ahell extension function. The calcula-

tions were done using the Reid soft-core Interaction.11 For the

kineaatics of the present experiment the difference between the half-
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off-energy-shell p-p differential cross section and the quite often

used final state on-energy-shell approximation was never more than 30Z

rnd in general was less than 10X. Multiple scattering and final state

interaction effects were estimated by Haracz and Lin12 for the point

P-0, E-5.49 HeV (bound p-n pair). It is rather difficult to extend

such an approach to the large p-n relative energies considered here.

The data at 250 and 400 HeV for symmetric and asymmetric angle

pairs represented as [d6a/(dB3dT3dnlfdTI,)]/
r[F(da/dft)Pjf K) are plotted

In Fig. 1 as a function of |r5-p6|, twice the momentum for the relative

motion In the centre-of-mass system of the unobserved p-n pair. Note

that different symbols are used for the various data sets. The error

bars shown reflect counting statistics only. The data are subject to

an over-all normalization uncertainty of ±10Z. The data extend up to

momenta |ps—p6| of 600 MeV/c. It should be noted that all the data,

which were taken under various kinematic conditions, (including the 155

MeV point of Frascaria et al.) present a smooth distribution pointing

to the validity of the FWIA to first order.

The data are compared with p-n relative motion momentum distribu-

tions calculated as the overlap between plane waves for the neutron and

proton and Irving, Irvlng-Gunn and Khanna wave functions for 3He (Ref.

13). It was assumed that the T-0 component of the p-n relative motion

wave function mainly contributes to the 3He(p,2p)d reaction and there-

fore H was set equal to 1/2. This assumption is strictly valid only

for small p-n relative energies. There appears to exist reasonably

good agreement In magnitude and shape with the theoretical distribu-

tions for the Trvlng and Irvlng-Gunn wave functions. However, the use

of plane waves to describe the p-n relative motion should fail for
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small p-n relative nomenta. The agreement with the theoretical distri-

bution for the Khaiina exponentlonal wave function (with 6-307.5 MeV) Is

somewhat poorer, even though It la the more realistic of the three wave

functions.

The data represented an [d6a/(da3dT3dtt^dT^))/[F
1 (do/dfl)^ J are

compared with various theoretical predictions for the 3He spectral

function S(P-O,E) In Fig. 2. It Is apparent that the data qua shape

agree fairly well with the spectral functions calculated3'1* using

Faddeev techniques for the Paris two-nucleon potential and using varia-

tlonal techniques with an harmonic oscillator basis. In these calcula-

tions both T-0 and T-l contribution* have been added. The experiment

ahows clearly an exceB* of p-n relative momenta greater than ~200 MeV/c

amounting to a factor 4 approximately. Discrepancies have also been

observed 'although in a different part of phase apace) In a comparison

between 3He(e,e'p)d results and the spectral function calculated by

Dieperink et al.1 and by Ciofl degll Atti, Pace and Salae*1* in the frame-

work of the PWIA.Jlf In this case the theoretical predictions overesti-

mate the experimental result as Is perhaps also indicated in Fig. 2 In

the case of the former for p-n momenta |p5-p6| greater than 350 MeV/c.

However, reasonably good agreement was obtained In comparing 3He(e,e'p)

pn results with the same spectral functions integrated over missing

energies up to 20 HeV.1*1 As a first step in investigating these dis-

crepancies one should further examine the various distortions such as

those due to multiple scattering and final state interaction effects.

Note that the p-n excitation energies considered here are still far

from a real N-A pair. Only after the above effects have been studied

in more detail can further conclusions be drawn about the spectral

functions and the p-n relative motion wave function.
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Table I

Kinematics, the measured six-fold differential cross sections and quantities used

In deriving |*(P5.P6)|
2 »«"> S(P,E).

Tx B3 8,, | p 5 - p 6 | E d 6 o / (dn 3 dT 3 dn i t dT l t ) ( d a / d « ) p " p * ^

fMeV) ( d e g . ) ( d e g . ) (MeV/c) (MeV) Mb/(sr2MeV2) (nb/sr) (mb/sr)

250

400

250

400

250

400

250

400

400

400

40

40

38

34

35

37

30

30

34

30

40

40

38

42

35

37

30

38

34

30

235.

249.

316.

365.

399.

409.

487.

504.

507.

597.

.6

,5

7

6

0

6

0

3

7

3

1892

i894

1904

1913

1919

1922

1939

1944

1945

1970

.5

.3

.4

.1

.7

.0

.9

.4

.2

.5

7.29

3.43

0.532

0.516

0.159

0.210

0.070

0.057

0.074

0.029

±

+

+

±

±

t

t

±

t

±

0

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.67

.46

.181

.063

.067

.062

021

018

025

014

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

4.

3.

3.

3.

.75

.82

73

85

83

85

67

82

76

75

3

3

3

3

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

.60

.55

.88

.39

.76

.55

.12

39

75

69

* (do/dO) 1» the on-energy-ahell p-p differential cross section obtained using

the final riate energy approximation froa experimental phase shifts.15
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Differential cross sections dGo/(dn3dT3dftl|dT,4) divided by the

factor F(do/dft)^ N as function of the relative momentum of

the unobserved p-n pair. The 250 MeV results are presented as

open circles, while the 400 MeV results are presented as fill-

ed circles. The 155 MeV datun of Frascarla et al. Is presen-

ted as a filled square. The solid, dashed and dot-dash curves

correspond to p-n relative notion noaentun distributions cal-

culated as the overlap between plane waves for the proton and

neutron and Irving, Irving—Gunn and Khanna exponential wave

functions for 3He, respectively.

Fig. 2. Differential cross section* dea/(dn3dT3dal|dTl)) divided by the

factor F'Cdo/dfl^/Pi a B function of the relative BoaentuB of

the unobserved p-n pair and the Missing energy E,,. The

quantity Eg » E-»2+«,, - Ej-Q. with Ex the excitation

energy of the p-n pair and Q the reaction Q value. The calcu-

lated spectral functions are as indicated.
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